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A Russian helicopter was also blown up by rebels following
an emergency landing in government-held territory after it
was damaged by rebel fire. Russian military spokesman
General Sergei Rudskoi said one soldier was killed. Rebels
blew up the helicopter shortly afterwards with a TOW anti-
tank missile, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said. A
video circulating online purported to show the helicopter on
the ground being blown up. US-made TOW missiles have
been supplied by Washington and other rebel backers to sev-
eral opposition groups in Syria.

The shooting down of the Russian aircraft the first of its
kind since Russia launched air strikes in Syria in September in
support of President Bashar Al-Assad’s regime, causing con-
cern in the West over a possible clash with US-led coalition
planes also in the skies. Putin branded the downing a “stab in
the back committed by accomplices of terrorists”. He said oil
from jihadist-controlled territory was exported through
Turkey while funding was sent the other way, and warned:
“The tragic event will have serious consequences for Russian-
Turkish relations.” Putin said the plane fell in Syrian territory
four kilometres from the border and “did not in any way
threaten Turkey”.

The Turkish army said the downing took place over the
Yayladagi district of Hatay province on the border with Syria.
“The plane violated Turkish air space 10 times in five minutes
despite warnings,” it said in a statement, adding that it was
shot down at 0724 GMT “according to the rules of engage-
ment”. Its version was backed up by the US military which said
Turkish pilots had issued 10 warnings without response.

Russia summoned the Turkish military attache in Moscow
while Ankara summoned Moscow’s charge d’affaires to the
foreign ministry. “Everyone must know that it is our interna-
tional right and national duty to take any measure against
whoever violates our air or land borders,” Turkish Prime
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said. 

CNN-Turk television said Syrian Turkmen forces fighting
the Damascus regime had captured one of the pilots while
Syrian opposition sources told AFP one had been killed by
rebels and the second was missing. Turkey’s Dogan news
agency broadcast footage of what it said was Russian helicop-
ters flying over Syrian territory in an apparent search for the
lost men. Several videos circulating online and shared on
opposition social media sites purported to show the dead
pilot surrounded by rebels from different factions. 

Fadi Ahmed, a spokesman for the First Coastal Front rebel

group, said “the Russian pilot was killed by gunfire as he fell
with his parachute” in the Jabal Turkman area of Latakia
province on the coast. “The 10th Brigade (rebel group) trans-
ferred the body of the dead Russian to the local rebel joint
operations room,” added Omar Jablawi, a media activist work-
ing with rebels in the area. He declined to specify exactly
where the joint operations room was located.

Also online, opposition and rebel accounts on Twitter and
Facebook circulated several videos depicting from several
angles the man said to be the dead Russian pilot. In them, a
man can been seen in military uniform with straps across his
chest and blood on his face. Rebels refer to the man as a
“Russian pilot” and “Russian pig”, but the location of the
footage was not specified and it was impossible to verify the
videos.

The incident came as Russian and Syrian jets are waging a
heavy bombing campaign against targets in northern Syria
while the US-led coalition continues its own air strikes. Turkey
has expressed anger at the operation, saying it is aimed at
buttressing the Syrian regime and has displaced thousands of
Turkmen Syrians, an ethnic minority in the area and strong
allies of Ankara. Russia however insists its strikes are aimed
against Islamic State jihadists. European Union President
Donald Tusk warned of a “dangerous moment”, saying “all
should remain cool headed and calm.”

At Ankara’s request, NATO allies will hold an “extraordinary”
meeting to discuss the incident. “NATO is monitoring the situ-
ation closely. We are in contact with Turkish authorities,” an
alliance official said. Russian fighter jets entered Turkish air-
space in two separate incidents in October, prompting Ankara
to summon the Russian ambassador twice in protest. 

Turkey and Russia have long been at loggerheads over the
Syrian conflict, with Ankara seeking Assad’s overthrow while
Moscow does everything to keep him in power. The Turkish
military in October also shot down a Russian-made drone that
had entered its airspace. But Moscow denied the drone
belonged to its forces. It remains to be seen what action
Turkey could call for at NATO. Turkey in July invoked NATO’s
rarely-used article four - which allows any member to request
a meeting of all 28 NATO ambassadors - over its campaign
against Kurdish rebels.

As well as cancelling his visit to Turkey, Lavrov warned
Russian citizens against travel to the country, which would be
a huge blow for the Turkish tourism industry. He said the risk
of attacks “is no less of a threat than in Egypt” where all 224
people on board a Russian plane where killed in October in an
attack claimed by IS. — Agencies 

Putin rages as Turkey downs Russian plane
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Talal Al-Shemmari, a senior official at the Supreme
Planning Council, told the conference that projects
planned over the next five years include a metro system
at $18.5 billion, a railway project as part of the GCC rail-
way link at $6.6 billion and a power plant at $8 billion.
Under the plan, power generation will be doubled to
just under 30,000 megawatts and a 25-km causeway

linking Kuwait City with the country’s north is already
underway.

Last month, Kuwait awarded contracts worth $13 bil-
lion to foreign firms to build a 615,000-barrel per day
refinery. Prime Minister HH Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-
Sabah reiterated yesterday that the drop in oil revenues
will not impact development projects. Like other GCC
peers, Kuwait’s economy heavily relies on oil which con-
tributes 94 percent of public revenues. — AFP 

Kuwait awards $30bn in projects despite oil...
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Several MPs had called the decision illegal and urged
the minister to scrap it. Shemmari said that Sane
informed him that Khamees has not been banned from
giving lectures and that there is no intention to do that.
The lawmaker said that he was pleased with what the
minister said, adding that the case of Sheikh Khamees is
still in court.

Islamist MP Humoud Al-Hamdan praised Sheikh
Khamees and said that the minister of awqaf promised
that he would resolve the issue. He did not provide fur-
ther details. MP Abdulhameed Dashti however called on
MPs not to oppose the minister ’s action against

Khamees because the cleric is charged with undermin-
ing national unity. Dashti said that when the minister
issues a decision to suspend someone like Sheikh
Khamees, he should be supported rather than opposed.
Dashti also criticized an unnamed MP whom he said
had visited Aden in Yemen. Dashti said the lawmaker
had provoked the feelings of a large section of the
Kuwaiti people by the visit.

Meanwhile, MP Ahmad Lari said the Assembly will
submit to the government today a report on the legisla-
tions passed by the Assembly that have not been imple-
mented by the government. The issue was discussed in
the Assembly two weeks ago and it was agreed that the
Assembly office will discuss it with the government.

MP calls on MoCI to monitor prices

ABU DHABI: As skyscrapers and gleaming towers rose
with lightning speed across the United Arab Emirates
over the past two decades, the Gulf nation’s thirst for
water grew at an enormous rate - so much so that
today, it threatens to dry up all of the country’s ground-
water in as little as 15 years, experts say. To quench that
demand, cities across the seven emirates that make up
the UAE rely on desalinated seawater to supply 98 per-
cent of their drinking water, but that comes with a
tremendous environmental and fiscal cost.

Now, officials are looking at new technologies to
cover that demand, while acknowledging the risks
ahead. “In our region, water is more important than
oil,” said Ahmad Belhoul, the CEO of Masdar, the Abu
Dhabi government’s clean-energy company. “We’re
trying to find solutions to address that.” While the
Emirates rose on its oil wealth, the riches spurred the
development that strains the water supply in this
desert nation. An academic paper published earlier
this year by scientists at the United Arab Emirates
University in Al Ain, one of the emirates, suggested the
country’s entire supply of groundwater could be gone
by 2030.

Currently, groundwater accounts for 44 percent of
all water consumption in the UAE, though much of it
goes toward irrigation for farming, according to a
report by the Ministry of Environment and Water.  In
the cities, the country’s 33 desalination plants supply
nearly every drop of water. Desalination plants are

nothing new across the Middle East, with Bahrain,
Israel, Kuwait, Libya, Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia
having some of the world’s biggest facilities.

However, the cost of building and operating the
plants can run in the billions, and they also require
massive amounts of energy to separate the salt from
the water and purify it for consumption. The leftover
heated saltwater gets discharged back into the sea,
where it can affect marine life. But even with the crisis
facing the Emirates, water remains cheap and often
wasted. Errant sprinklers water sidewalks in city-state
Dubai, as leaking pipes pool puddles on roadways. A
study this year by the United Nations found that resi-
dents of the UAE and most of its Gulf neighbors use
around 500 liters (132 gallons) of water per day -
among some of the highest usage around the world.

That waste is something Belhoul himself acknowl-
edged as a problem. “There has been some overuse of
water driven by the lower tariffs,” Belhoul told AP. “If
you don’t pass on the price to the end user, the natural
behavior is to consume more water.” Beyond raising
prices, officials hope new desalination techniques
being tested on the outskirts of Abu Dhabi will allow
solar energy to replace natural gas as an energy source,
as well as make the plants smaller and cheaper to oper-
ate. On a tour Monday, they offered visiting dignitaries
water produced there in crystal glasses. After taking a
sip, Sultan Ahmed Al-Jaber, the UAE’s minister of state,
gave it his approval: “It tastes just like Evian.” — AP 

Parched Emirates relies on 

sea as groundwater runs out

ABU DHABI: Waitresses prepare glasses of desalinated water for visiting dignitaries at a desalination test
facility on the outskirts of the capital on Monday. — AP 

An Iraqi man prepares a plate of the country’s traditional dish made from sheep’s head known as ‘pacha’
yesterday in Baghdad’s Al-Jamia neighborhood. — AFP 
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The three-month Kuwait interbank offered rate has
risen to 1.19 percent from 0.81 percent at the end of last
year, while the one-year deposit rate has jumped 100 basis
points. The dinar is pegged in the spot market against a
basket of currencies; in the forwards market, rising dinar
interest rates are causing it to trade at a growing discount.

“The forward market is signalling a weaker KWD against
USD.  If interest rates in the cash market move up further,
then forwards will continue to rise until the government

infuses dinar liquidity,” the first banker said. The govern-
ment swung to a budget deficit in the April-August period
of KD 1.094 billion ($3.62 billion), after a deduction for the
Future Generations Fund, part of its sovereign wealth fund,
according to official data.

Interbank money rates are rising and currencies falling
in forwards markets across the Gulf, as banking systems
and markets adjust to cutbacks in flows of oil money to
which they became accustomed over years. One-year dol-
lar/Saudi riyal forwards climbed as high as 625 points yes-
terday, their highest level since 1999. — Reuters 

Oil pushes dinar down 


